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PRIORITY DOMAINS

#AcceleratingAnalyticPartnerships

Pulse Lab Jakarta is a joint data innovation facility of the United Nations (Global Pulse) and the Government of 
Indonesia (via the Ministry of National Development Planning, Bappenas). PLJ functions as an analytic partnerships 

accelerator to support policies and action for effective development and humanitarian action.
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04(1) Data preparation

List of Sentiment class, datasets as text 
input, list of stop words

(2) Text preprocessing

Lowercasing, tokenization, Punctuation 
removal, text standardization, spelling 
correction, stemming / lemmatization, 
stop word filtering, negation handling.

(4) Evaluation

Precision, Recall, F-score, and Accuracy. 
Also, average measures like macro, micro, 
and weighted F1-scores.

(3) Classification

Machine learning approach, lexicon-based 
approach, hybrid (Machine learning & 
lexicon-based).

What is Sentiment Analysis?
Sentiment analysis (or opinion mining) is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique 
used to determine whether data is positive, negative or neutral.
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Why use sentiment analysis for international development?

“Sentiment analysis is useful because it allows us to get an overview of the broader 
public opinion behind a particular topic. Being able to quickly see the sentiment behind 

everything means being better able to strategize and plan for the future.”

- Brandwatch -



Feasibility study | 2013

MINING INDONESIAN TWEETS TO UNDERSTAND FOOD 
PRICE CRISES
Monitoring Indonesian Twitter conversations to understand how they relate to world
events.
https://www.unglobalpulse.org/project/mining-indonesian-tweets-to-understand-food-price-crises-
2013/

● July 2012: A global soybean price rise, which affected the prices of tempeh and tofu.
● March 2012: A proposal by the Indonesian government that its fuel subsidy would be cut by 33%.
● November 2012: Approval of a law establishing a new food agency with policymaking authority.

Indonesia rank 3rd

in the world in the 
number of active 
twitter users

Figure 1. Tweet volume related to the food and fuel price Figure 2. Public sentiments in twitter after food price rise 



Research | 2015

UNDERSTANDING IMMUNISATION AWARENESS AND 
SENTIMENT THROUGH ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL MEDIA AND 
NEWS CONTENT
Track and analyse online conversations related to immunisation on social media and mainstream
media in India, Kenya, Nigeria and Pakistan.
https://www.unglobalpulse.org/project/understanding-immunisation-awareness-and-sentiment-through-
analysis-of-social-media-and-news-content-2015/

This work demonstrated the
ability of social media monitoring to
better understand public opinion
about immunisation.

Online conversations related
to vaccination were tracked over
time. For example, strong negative
sentiment to a tetanus vaccine was
driven by the Kenyan catholic
church. Conversely, events such as
the official announcement of India’s
polio-free status were met with
many messages with positive
sentiments.



Challenges: state of the art

1. Issues with Global South languages:

Language mixing

Multilingualism and 
heterogeneous 
language (region’s 
based).

Lack of sufficient digitized 
corpuses

Lack of opportunities for 
researchers to examine 
the frequency of terms as 
they appear in the corpus.

Linguistic drift

Unconscious change in 
natural language. The drift 
of speech changes 
dialects and, in long terms, 
it generates new 
languages.

Contextual meaning

We have found that all 
meaning is context 
dependent.



MultilingualMultilingual “Whaat..? Harga pangan naik lagi? this is so crazy..!

ToneTone “I agree with the government's policy to make it better, but that's not how it works!”

NegationsNegations “We can't not agree with this policy, this is the way out”

PolarityPolarity Nice is Positive (+), Bad is Negative (-). How if “not so bad” ?

IdiomsIdioms “Thanks for inviting me, but politics isn't really my cup of tea”

SarcasmSarcasm “woooww food price is increasing, thanks to the government!”

2. General technical issues related to sentiment analysis
Sentiment or emotion analysis can be difficult in natural language processing simply because machines 
have to be trained to analyze and understand emotions as a human brain does.

Challenges: state of the art



Challenges: mainstreaming

● Data access: Need a framework that allows for sustainable long-term access to 
big data sources. This also means new forms of data partnership mechanisms.

● Data provenance: very important in particular to official statistical community; 
cannot be established unless partnerships are firmly in place to allow to “look 
inside” the data production process.

● Behavioral data is neither consistent across time nor space: Whose opinion are 
we measuring or trying to understand? Issues of representativity need to be 
continuously assessed.

● How should it be utilized in decision making? lack of precision does not mean it 
is not useful. 



Conclusion

● With the explosion of digitized data of public opinion, sentiment analysis is a 
useful technique for understanding public opinion at scale and that too frequently 
→ can translate to faster feedback loop on effect of policies/ interventions.

● State of the art is continuing to evolve but don’t need to wait for all problems to be 
solved before using in real-world scenarios.

● Mainstreaming requires further work in sustainable data access and capacity 
development, but also in understanding how it fits into decision making pathways 
to allow for tighter integration of these methods.


